Thc National Meteorological Center ( X M C ) surface analysis of a Mississippi Valley cyclogenesis is discussed from two virmpoints; first, as the dcvelopment of a polar-front wave, and second, as thc development of the field of three-dimensional motion in a strong haroclinic zone. It is pointed out that the second approach leads to a more complete and satisfactory portrayal of both the storm's devclopment and the accompanying weather.
INTRODUCTION
Operationally useful nun1eric:d weather prediction (NWP) products have been available routinely at the National R-leteorological ('enter (Kh'IC) since 19.58. These products include NWP constant pressure analyses as well as an:zlyzed fields of vorticity and verticul motion.
Use of the NWP malyses has led the KAM(' staff to look at weather analysis as direct) portrayal of' three-dimensional atmospheric motions given by vorticity wlvection and implied divergence patterns from R simple KWP model. This model is essentially an extension of the equivalent barotropic model in which the t'llerrnttl advection patterns in the 1000-500-mb. layer are used to modify the equivalent harotropic vertical motions (Part I 1 of [l] ). Thus, the SXIC' staff has to some extent deemphasized use of t'he polar front model or more indirect approach to weather analysis. Such a shift in approach has been discussed by Reed [2] 24 hours, the developmentJ of a major cyclone occurred over the central United States as a deepening upper-air trough moved eastward from the Rocky Mountains (figs. 1 and 4). With this type of storm development, described by Palmkn [4] several years ago, amplification or development of the thermal wave aloft olt'en precedes surface development. On December 11, 1961, the high stability in the surface polar air mass probably inhibited rapid development of upward vert)ical motion in the surface layer and consequently suppressed convergence or formation of cyclonic vorticity on t'he surface chart'. Note t'hat the 1000-500-mb. thickness chart ( fig. IC) developing cyclone. Here, the avsilable Inoisture played a key role in the amount^ of precipitation tlltlt fell. An adequate diagnosis of precipitation alltounts could not have been based on t'ypicul distribution of precipitation with t'he cyclone n1odel.
ANALYSIS OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOW WITH THE STORM
One of the key analyses at' S M C ' is t'he 1000-500-rnb. thickness chart. As pointed out in section 2 , it is used specifically as an aid in placing surface fronts.
H o~e v e r , a more general function of t'llis chart is to locate 1nwjor baroclinic zones defined in terms of strong thermal shear, or t'hickness "packing" (Part I of [I J). At 1200 GAIT December 11 ( fig. 1A ) t'he major buroclirlic zone existed from t'he central Rockies across Ktulsas, nort'hern hlissuuri, and Illinois to the lower Great Lakes.
I t was Ilear the southern boundary of' this baroclinic zone (over western Arkansas) that the new cyclone first appeared at the surface ( fig. IB) . The flat stable wave on t>he surface polar front over Louisiana changed lit'tle in intensity or position during the period of' development'. The Arkarmts cyclone moved northward across the baroclinic zone and deepened rapidly near t'lle cent'er of t'he zone ( fig. 1E) where the advection of thermal vort'icity was increasing most rapidly [ 5 ] , [I] . The NVCT 500-mb. absolute vorticity charts in figure 4 show-t'he increase in magnitude of the 500-rnb. vorticity advection over t'he central Great Plains as the storm developed.
C'onlparison of figures 1 and 4 shows that the occurrence (non-occurrence) of precipitation and cloudiness a t 1200 GMT December 11 east of the Rocky Mountains was well correlated with the large-scale 500-mb. positive (negative) vorticity advection and the S W P computed upward (downw~trtl) vertical motion.
An exception occurred over much of' Texas where precipitation was occurring with negat'ive (anticyclonic) 500-mb. vorticity advection, implying descending motion. However, the K'WP computed vertical motion was srnall but still upward over 'I'ems. At 1200 GMT December 12 ( fig. 1E ) the clearing line occurred several hundred miles behind the occlusion over the upper Mississippi Valley. However, it agreed well with the line of change of sign of 500-mb. vorticity advection over western Iowa and Missouri (fig. 4) 
